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Complete number verification service
meets global coverage

Real-time number verification is a critical component of mobile communications deployment.
The only way to stop message loss and unsuccessful call attempts is with up-to-the-millisecond
portability and network information providing key data on your user’s phone number including
subscriber status, roaming, and geographic data.
To optimize message delivery and call routing, cut down on fraud and increase conversions—all
while keeping your own data whisper-clean—tyntec‘s number verification package provides the
best-in-class solution with real-time number information and global coverage.

tyntec Distinction
tyntec’s world-leading number verification package, combining portability and
network information; phone status, roaming and geographic data

Worldwide coverage
across 550 networks in 180
countries

Up-to-date phone identity
information in a second or
less, from anywhere in the
world

Use Case

User authentication
Contextual authentication meets best-in-class number information
01

User is on holiday and
tries to check e-mail.

02

E-mail provider detects
the new location; checks
against her phone
number‘s geo-location.

03

Provider matches the
phone‘s geo-location with
her log-in location.

04

Provider sends an
authentication code
via SMS.

05
02

User inputs the code
and accesses her
e-mail.

Ask any company that‘s been victimized by cybercrime. Flimsy web-based password challenges are
no match for phishing attacks. That‘s why smart companies use phone-based user authentication.
When customers know they can easily confirm their identity on their mobiles with one-time
passwords and contextual authentication everyone wins. Access is authenticated, identity verified,
fraud minimized, convenience maximized and there‘s less chance of other, unauthorized access
of your data. As more user interactions move to the cloud, SMS- and voice-based authentication
become an integral part of cyber security measures. tyntec helps you stay ahead of the bad guys.

What You Get
Network & portability information: Key portability information directly from the subscriber’s network operator.
Complete with Mobile Country Code (MCC) and Mobile Network Code (MNC) data (and an option to show
carrier names).

Phone status: Is the number still active and reachable? We’ll find out.
Roaming & geographic data: Roaming status, network and country data, powering country-based location services.

Key Features
Various interfaces: ENUM, SOAP and SIP all supported.
Error codes: Detailed information on the status of the phone number, with specific reasons why a number is not
reachable (on/off, active/inactive, no SMS support, barred for calls, etc.).

About tyntec
tyntec (www.tyntec.com) is a telecom-web convergence company that connects the immediacy and
convenience of telecom with the power of the Internet. Partnering with telecom operators around
the world, tyntec enables enterprises and Internet brands to power their applications, authentication,
and mission-critical communications with universal mobile services such as SMS, voice and phone
numbers in the cloud.
Founded in 2002, tyntec employs over 150 people in six offices around the globe, serving more than
500 global businesses, Internet brands and telecom operators.
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